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Rockport Rail System Installation Instructions

Please Read Before Getting Started
Important Information about the Rockport Rail System
The Rockport Rail system utilizes pre-marked dimples to assist in locating the balusters for equal
spacing. Dimples are used rather than pre-drilled holes to give you the flexibility to use the pre-marked
standard locations or to determine your own baluster locations. In addition, an assembly jig kit is
available to assist in locating the balusters and positioning them properly for attaching the screws.
Please take note that these pre-marked baluster locations are designed for Post Center to Post Center
dimensions of 6’, 8’, & 10’ respectively. If utilizing the pre-marked baluster locations, the maximum rail
span will be 4.25” less than the post center dimension. For rail spans that are in excess of that
dimension you will need to establish your own baluster locations or move up to the next size rail kit to
meet spacing code requirements. The quantity of pre-marked dimples allows for either baluster-atcenter or space-at-center layout and does not reflect the quantity of balusters included in the kit.
Note: The space between the end baluster and the post sleeve cannot exceed 4”.
Dark Paint Caution
If you choose to paint your Rockport Rail, Dura-Life recommends the use of premium grade latex paints
with solar reflective pigment. Preferably paints designed for use with PVC products. Please contact
your local paint dealer for professional assistance. Due to the inherent expansion and contraction
characteristics of PVC, Rockport Rail products should only be painted colors with an LVR (light
reflective value) greater than 55. Use of darker colors may cause damage due to excessive
expansion/contraction, and will void the product warranty.
Cleaning Products for Rockport Rail & Accessories
Cleaning all Rockport products is quick and easy with most major household cleaners. There are many
cleaners on the market and the glass cleaners seem to be the best candidate for keeping the finish
looking great. The cleaning solution should be applied and immediately wiped dry. As with any cleaning
material, the cleaning solution should not be left to stand on the components for an extended period of
time.
DuraLife recommends the following cleaners:
Windex® 409 Glass and Surface Cleaner®
Spic & Span Cinch® Fantastik All‐Purpose®
Fantastik Orange Action® Regency® (Glass and Surface)
Clorox Clean‐Up® Glass Plus®
Fantastik Oxy Power Multi‐Purpose Cleaner®
What to Avoid
Harsh cleaners with glycol ethers or ethanol type solvents and/or isopropyl alcohol are not
recommended. Examples of these harmful cleaners are Goof Off®, Walmart “Great Value All Purpose
Cleaner®” (glycol ether), 409 General Purpose® (2‐ Butoxyethanol) and Greased Lightning® (glycol
ether), citrus cleaners, abrasive cleaners, and solvents such as acetone, paint remover and lacquer.
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Individual Rail Kit Components:
Quantity per Kit
8'
10'

Item

6'

Rail Cap

1

1

1

2

2

2

Upper & Lower Reinforcement

2

2

2

Level Rail Brackets

4

4

4

Stair Rail Brackets - Upper

2

2

2

2

2

2

13

18

23

1

2

3

16

16

16

10

10

10

31

44

55

13

18

23

0

0

4

Common Rail
(as used at top & bottom of balusters)

(Included with Stair Rail Kits Only)

Stair Rail Brackets - Lower
(Included with Stair Rail Kits Only)

Baluster 1-1/4" square
30" or 36" length

Crush Block
1-1/4" Square x 4"

Ⓐ

Rail Bracket Screws

Ⓑ

Rail Attachment Screws

Ⓔ

Baluster Screws

#8 x 1-1/4" Flat Head Square Drive

#10 X 3" Slot Hex Washer Head

#8 x 2-1/2" Flat Head Square Drive
White Painted Head

Ⓕ
Ⓖ

Baluster Lock Screws
#8 x 1-1/2" Flat Head Square Drive

Rail Attachment Screws
#12 X 4" Slot Hex Washer Head
For level sections greater than 8' long &
all stair rails
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Level Rail Section Application
1. Measure to determine baluster layout, cut rail sections to length.
a. Ensure posts or columns to which rail will be mounted are

plumb and sturdy enough to support rail. Use shims / blocking
(provided) to square and snug the post sleeve around posts.
Ensure posts have shims / blocking positioned at each
location where railing will be attached.
b. Measure span at top and bottom rail locations and cut

PVC Common Rails to length.
c. For standard baluster spacing (with the variable spaces at

Install Post Shims / Blocking

the ends of each rail section), a re-useable assembly jig kit is
Install Post Shims / Blocking
available separately. Alternately the pre-marked locations
inside the top/bottom common rail can be used. Hold
one section of the Top/Bottom Common Rail at the
bottom of the posts, and using the pre-marked
locations as a reference, determine the best end
baluster spacing by either locating a baluster directly
at the center of the rail section, or the mid-point
between two balusters as the center of the rail
section. Once the best end baluster spacing is
decided, mark both ends of the rail at the posts and
square cut using a miter box. The Top and Bottom
Common Rail must be cut with exactly the same
spacing, to ensure that the balusters will be plumb.
Rockport Assembly Jig
Cut the Rail Top Cap to the required length.
d. If equal spacing between all balusters and the posts / columns is desired, disregard section ‘c’

above and determine spacing based upon width and number of balusters (Note: check local
building codes for maximum spacing allowed).
2. Drill and assemble rail / baluster section.
a. Using the decided upon spacing, at the center of the

location for each Baluster, drill a 1/8” hole through the Top
and Bottom Common Rail at the centerline.
b. Secure each Baluster with one baluster screw Ⓔ through

the Top Common Rail, and one through the Bottom Common
Rail. Ensure Balusters are straight and aligned and secure
with one baluster lock screw Ⓕ through the Bottom Common
Rail (offset from center) to preclude Baluster from rotating
after installation.

Baluster Lock Screw Installation
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3. Prepare aluminum reinforcements.
a. Cut the aluminum rail reinforcements

to length, 1/4” shorter than the PVC rails.
b. Attach a mounting bracket to both

ends
of
each
Aluminum
Rail
Reinforcement, using four rail bracket
screw Ⓐ. Lubricate the threads with soap
to avoid binding and use a clutch type drill
to avoid stripping screws.
c. Locate crush block(s) provided to the

bottom Aluminum Rail Reinforcement, with
spacing no greater than 36” from the end,
or between Crush Blocks.
d. Drill a 3/16” hole through the Aluminum Rail

Mounting Bracket & Crush Block Installation

Reinforcement, and secure each crush block
using one baluster screw Ⓔ.
e. Drill one additional 3/16” hole at each end of the bottom Aluminum Rail Reinforcement

for drainage.
4. Install rail
a. Position bottom Aluminum Rail Reinforcement, with

crush block(s) attached, between posts or columns,
centered in newel or column face, and secure each end
to the post with two rail attachment screws Ⓑ.
b. Position PVC rail / baluster assembly between

newels or columns and seat fully down on bottom
aluminum rail reinforcement.
c. Seat remaining aluminum reinforcement into Top

Common Rail.
d. Ensure rail is centered on face of newel or column and secure each end with two rail

attachment screws Ⓑ. NOTE: in order to maintain CCRR rating for rail lengths in excess of 8’,
replace the 3” rail attachment screws Ⓑ on the top rail
with 4” rail attachment screws Ⓖ, which are included in
10’ rail kits.
e. Drill

a 3/16” hole through the aluminum
reinforcement over every third baluster (note: offset to
avoid the screw which attaches the Baluster to the Top
Common Rail) and secure the aluminum reinforcement
to the rail / baluster assembly using baluster screws Ⓔ
f.

Drill a 3/16” hole down through the aluminum
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Rockport Rail System Installation Instructions
reinforcement and the Top Common Rail between the first and second baluster at both ends and
near the center of the span (all between balusters). Countersink holes from underside of Top
Common Rail for a #8 Screw to ensure that screw seats flush with PVC and to prevent stripping.
g.

Apply a bead of latex caulk at the contact areas where the Rail Top Cap seats on the Top
Common Rail. Seat the Rail Top Cap fully onto the Top Common Rail.

Stair or Rake Rail Application
Note: IBC code requires that finished stair rail heights be a minimum of 34" plumb off the nose of the
tread. The standard Rockport 36" rail kit’s balusters will typically meet these requirements provided the
rail is being installed with the bottom rail elevated above the stair treads. In the event that the railing is
being installed directly at or slightly above the stair tread nose, Dura-Life recommends using the
Rockport Stair/Rake Rail kit, which will meet the minimum height requirement any scenario.

1. Determine angle, measure rail lengths and determine baluster layout/spacing
a. Ensure posts or columns to which rail will be mounted are plumb and sturdy enough to support

rail. If newel/column covers are used, ensure they have blocking at each location where railing will
be attached.
b. Determine and mark angle.
c. For standard baluster spacing (with the variable spaces at the ends of each rail section), use the

pre-marked locations inside the Top and Bottom Common Rail. Determine best end spacing by
either locating a baluster directly at the center of the rail section, or the mid-point between two
balusters as the center of the rail section. Once Baluster spacing is determined, cut end(s) of Top
and Bottom Common Rail to angle and length. Note: do not cut Rail Top Cap until section is
assembled and secured at all 4 mounting points.
d. If equal spacing between all balusters and posts / columns is desired, disregard Section c above

and determine spacing based upon width and number of balusters (Note: check local building
codes for maximum spacing allowed).
2. Assemble rail/baluster section.
a. Trim Balusters to required length and angle.
b. Using the decided upon spacing, at the center of the location for each Baluster, drill a 1/8” hole

through the Bottom Rail at the centerline, at the angle of
the Baluster attachment. Repeat this for process for the
Top Common Rail, using the same spacing.
c. Secure each baluster with one baluster screw Ⓔ

through the top Common Rail, and one through the bottom
Common Rail. Ensure balusters are straight and aligned
and secure with one baluster lock screw Ⓕ through the
bottom rail (offset from center) to prevent the baluster from
rotating after installation.
3. Prepare aluminum reinforcements.
a. Attach a Lower Stair Bracket (90-degree bend) using

Upper Stair Bracket Assembly
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two rail bracket screws Ⓐ to the lower end of each
reinforcement. Lubricate the threads with soap to avoid
binding and use a clutch type drill to avoid stripping
screws. Note: Do not cut this end of the reinforcement to
the rake angle.
b. Measure

and cut the upper end of both
reinforcements to the rail angle determined in Step 1,
include the protruding portion of the lower bracket as
part of the total length. Attach an upper stair bracket to
the angle cut end of the top rail reinforcement, with the
Stair Bracket Assembly
bracket flush with the top of the reinforcement, using four rail
bracket screw Ⓐ. Attach an upper stair bracket to the angle
cut end of the bottom rail reinforcement, with the bracket flush with the bottom of the reinforcement,
using four rail bracket screw Ⓐ. Lubricate the threads with soap to avoid binding and use a clutch
type drill to avoid stripping screws.
c. Cut one end of Crush Block to angle of rail and locate to the bottom aluminum rail

reinforcement, with spacing no greater than 32” from the end, or between Crush Blocks. Ensure
that the Crush Block(s) will be located on a stair tread.
d. Drill a 3/16” hole through the Aluminum Rail Reinforcement, and secure each Crush Block using

one baluster screw Ⓔ.
4. Install rail
a. Position bottom aluminum rail reinforcement, with crush block(s) attached, between posts or

columns, centered on newel or column face, and secure each end with two rail attachment screws
Ⓑ.
b. Position PVC rail / baluster assembly between posts or columns and seat fully down on bottom

aluminum rail reinforcement.
c. Seat remaining aluminum reinforcement into Top Common Rail.
d. Ensure rail is centered on face of post or column and secure each end with two 4” rail

attachment screws Ⓖ.
e. Drill a 3/16” hole through the aluminum reinforcement over every third baluster (note: offset to

avoid the screw which is into the top of each baluster) and secure the aluminum reinforcement to
the rail/baluster assembly using baluster screw Ⓔ
f.

Measure and cut Top Cap to required angle and length. Drill a 3/16” hole down through the
aluminum reinforcement and the Top Common Rail between the first and second baluster at both
ends and near the center of the span (all between balusters). Countersink holes from underside of
Top Common Rail for a #8 Screw to ensure that screw seats flush with PVC and to prevent
stripping.
h. Apply a bead of latex caulk at the contact areas where the Rail Top Cap seats on the Top

Common Rail. Seat the Rail Top Cap fully onto the Top Common Rail.
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Special Applications /Situations:
Note: the following situations are not CCRR compliant.

Rail to post connections at an angle
a. Determine length and angles for connections to
posts at both ends. Cut PVC common rails to fit,
remembering orientation of common rail before cutting (one
up, one down). Insure that the centerline of the rail is
aligned with the center of the post sleeve.
b. Measure the short side(s) of the reinforcement slot in
the common rail and cut the aluminum reinforcement at a 90
degree angle, 3/8” shorter.
c. Attach standard level-rail mounting brackets to the
reinforcement.
Angled Rail Installation (up to 45°)

d. A filler block must be used in the open
triangular space between the bracket and the
post sleeve for angles greater than 45°. Lay
the reinforcement w/bracket attached into the
common rail and determine size/angle
required. Rip a spare baluster to 3/4”
thickness, and cut to fit.
e. Attach spacer to post face using stainless steel
screws and PVC glue. (Place screws at the
lower portion of the spacer, to avoid the screws
that will attach the bracket to the post, which
will go through the upper portion.)
f.

Position and attach reinforcements to posts as
in Sections 4a and 4d in the main instructions.
Insure that attachment screws penetrate into
structural post.

Angled Rail Installation (greater than 45°)

g. This method is also used for radius rail attachment to posts, but using the radius rail brackets.
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Rockport Railing Assembly Drawing:
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Rockport Railing Lifetime Limited Warranty
Warranty applies to original purchaser only and is therefore non-transferable
Subject to the terms, conditions and limitations stated herein, Integrity Composites, LLC warrants to the
original purchaser that, when subject to normal and proper use, each Integrity Composites product,
including all associated Rockport Railing components (hereafter “Product” or the Product) will be
covered as follows:
YEAR 1 through 2: Covers replacement labor and materials for failures relating to component failure &
workmanship.
YEAR 3 through 10: Covers material only for failures relating component failure & workmanship.
YEAR 11 through original purchaser’s lifetime: Covers materials only for failures relating to
component failure.
Component Failure: PVC, Aluminum, Stainless Steel components, will not crack, rot, rust or lose their
structural integrity for the lifetime of the original purchaser. The raw material used in Rockport Railing
components is subject to a limited warranty (generally 25 years) by the manufacturer of the raw
material as is set forth in that manufacturer’s limited warranty. See the manufacturer’s limited warranty
for its terms and applicability.
LIMITATIONS-CONDITIONS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY
Expansion and Contraction - Wear and Tear - Mold and Mildew:
Integrity Composites’ obligations under this warranty apply to the original purchaser only and are
limited, in Integrity Composites sole and exclusive option and discretion, to replacement of defective
product during the Lifetime Limited Warranty period or a refund of the original of the defective product,
other than stated in year 1 & 2 above. This warranty does not cover, and Integrity Composites is not
liable for, damage or failure of the product as a result of one or more of the following: intentional or
unintentional misuse or damage to the product; abuse, impact of foreign objects; accident, dirt, sand
liquids, improper storage, acts of nature; improper installation of the product or its structural supports;
failure to abide by all Integrity Composites’ guidelines; movement, settlement, distortion, warping or
cracking of the product’s structural supports or accessories used in connection therewith; physical
abuse, vandalism, riot insurrection, improper maintenance; wear, tear, damage incurred in transit,
modifications, use of in compatible accessories or other products that a product defect or failure to
occur; pollution, acid rain, mold or mildew, application of chemicals or vapors to the product; and
ordinary and expected weathering due to exposure to the elements, which for purposes of this warranty
is defined to be fading, chalking or darkening of the surface of the product due to exposure to ultraviolet light and extremes of atmospheric conditions that are unique to or may vary in each geographical
location. This warranty does not cover painted finishes, stains, or coatings applied to the product by the
original purchaser or any third party. All claims under this Lifetime Limited Warranty must be made
within 45 days from the time the defect is discovered and while the product is originally installed.
Integrity Composites shall be given a reasonable opportunity to inspect and test the product, its
installation and the environment in which it was used prior to removal. Failure to comply with this notice
and inspection provisions shall void all warranties with regard to product. This Lifetime Limited
Warranty may not be altered or amended except in a written instrument signed by Integrity Composites
and the original purchaser. No dealer or other person or entity is authorized by Integrity Composites to
make statements or representations regarding the performance of the product except as contained in
the Lifetime Limited Warranty, and Integrity Composites shall not be bound by any such statements
other than those contained herein. This Lifetime Limited Warranty only applies to the original property
and original purchaser and shall not be assignable or transferable by the purchaser.
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EXCEPT FOR THE LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY SET FORTH ABOVE, INTEGRITY
COMPOSITES MAKES NO CLAIMS AND DISCLAIMS, ALL OTHER REPRESENTATIONS,
GUARANTIES, CONDITIONS, AND WARRANTIES CONCERNING THE PRODUCTS, WHETHER
DIRECT OR INDIRECT EXPRESSOR IMPLIED, OR ARISING UNDER ANY STATUTE,ORDINANCE,
COMMERCIAL USAGE OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION AS TO THE SUITABILITY, DURABILITY DESIGN, OPERATION, OR
CONDITION OF THE PRODUCTS (OR ANY PART THEREOF) OR THE MERCHANTABILITY OF
THE PRODUCTS OR THEIR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR RELATING TO THE
INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHT USED OR
INCLUDED THEREIN. IF ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLY AS A MATTER OF LAW, THEY ARE
LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LENGTH OF THIS LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY. SOME
STATES MAY NOT RECOGNIZE A DISCLAIMER OR LIMITATION OF WARRANTIES AND / OR
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SO THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS AND EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY.
THE CUSTOMER MAY ALSO HAVE DIFFERENT AND / OR ADDITIONAL RIGHTS AND REMEDIES
THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.
The customer acknowledges and agrees that Integrity Composites shall not be responsible for any
damages that the customer may incur from delayed shipment, product failure, product design,
selection, or production or from any other cause, whether liability is asserted in contract, tort (including
negligence and strict product liability) or otherwise. In no event shall Integrity Composites be liable for
any indirect, incidental, consequential or special damages of any kind (including without limitation loss
of profits or loss of use), whether or not Integrity Composites shall be or should be aware of the
possibility of such potential loss or damage.
WARRANTY CLAIMS
If a covered defect occurs within the Lifetime Limited Warranty Period, the original purchaser must
notify Integrity Composites in writing, which shall include the proof of purchase, invoice or receipt
identifying the products, place of purchase, and identity of the original purchaser, a picture of the
defective product and a written description detailing the nature of the defect and a copy of the claimants
photo identification to:
Integrity Composites LLC
8 Morin Street
Biddeford, ME 04005
Integrity Composites reserves the right to investigate any claim hereunder and reject non-conforming
and ineligible claims without notice to the customer, Upon verification of a claim, Integrity Composites
shall, at its sole and exclusive option, either arrange for the delivery of replacement product or issue a
refund equal to the original cost of the defective product only. Integrity Composites will make every
endeavor to review claims within 90 days of receipt of all required documentation.
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